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**Lightweight oarsmen victors**

By Ray Kwansky

The regatta concluded on an unprepared Bowdoin water, resulting in a visiting 9-0 triumph. The Polar Bear harriers had to bite off a piece of the snow in order to get off their boat. However, the harriers had trouble starting off in the snow-covered sprigting. Nevertheless, the white-shirted harriers started very well and dropped a set in impressive fashion.

The victory was followed by a set loss to the red-shirted outfit. The final score was 2-1. The regatta was held in preparation for the upcoming season.

**WPI to take two from Tech nine**

The Tech heavyweight and lightweight crews both put long winning streaks on the line Saturday on the Charles River.

The lightweight travel to the Bouston River in Connecticut for a 6:30 start while the heavyweights are scheduled for a 6:45.

By Joe Lazer

Wesleyan's men's tennis team manage only to capture two singles off Tech's pitching in the first game of a doubleheader played in Wesleyan last Saturday. So it was simply washed for the walk, received, and delivered to the plate. It is scheduled for a 9:00 game. If the weather is fine, it will be played in the afternoon, and if it is not, it will be played on Sunday.

Tech starting pitcher Pat Montgomery never really did find the strike zone, and the fielding support he received (a total of 16 errors) turned the game into a 9-0 walk. The final score was 9-0.

Wesleyan fell to 3-4 in the conference and 3-5 overall.

**Tracksters humiliate Williams**

By Peter Peekinsky

The tracksters humiliated Williams by scores of 126-21 in the first of the Ivy League meet at Williams. Williams is in the middle of its track program which accounts for the school's low score of 21. Competitors represented the school in the first track meet. The irregular score of the track meet is due to the degree of civilization and inconsistencies in the track and field of the event.

Williams McLeod '69 ran in an outstanding performance by winning the long jump, triple jump, and 1-mile. McLeod pointed out that he was at his disadvantage in the 220 yard dash, which he won by a large margin. However, he was not at his best in the 400 yard dash.

McLeod was followed by three more tracksters in the last leg of the 4x400 relay.

Williams failed to win a point against powerful raquetmen.

By Ray Kwansky

McKowny now playing in the sum- mer three slot made short shift of Bob Brissard '63, ‘64. Brissard was the standout of all the Bowdoin players. However, Brissard was defeated in a narrow 7-6, 6-4 decision.

Krowny outslaved his opponent and scored a point in the third set.

The score was 6-0, 6-1.

The final score was 9-0. Brissard was the standout of all the Bowdoin players. Brissard was defeated in a narrow 7-6, 6-4 decision.

**Ruggers rip Hartford, 22-3 in first NEFU encounter**

By Don Arkin

The MIT rugby club started off its official New England Rugby Football Union season with a exciting 22-3 victory over Hartford. The score was 22-3 at one point during the first half, and if it wasn’t for a lucky bounce, the Tech ruggers would have started off the season with a small setback.

Hartford agonizingly lost the first try of the day after the Tech forwards stifled the ruggers early in the first half, carrying the ball over the line for a try. The Tech forwards then set their game against the wind and on a bad angle was missed, making the score 19-0 after the half. Hartford tackled 20 yards over the line in the 440 Yard Dash-1. W. McLeod (M); 3. J. Hemmelstein (M) - 4:41.8.

A score of 8.95 won, while 8.35 was

**Evans leads marksmen to third in New England loop**

Led by Dick Evans' consistency and shooting, the MIT rifle team shot their way to second place in their Central Division of the New England's, and then onto third place overall in the finals. The results of the finals were Combined 2400, 1344, MIT 1318, UMass 1309, Navy 1250, LWP 1250. Last year, Tech placed fifth.

The test score is the final score of the year and the scores are used to determine the standings. The test score is the final score of the year and the scores are used to determine the standings. The test score is the final score of the year and the scores are used to determine the standings. The test score is the final score of the year and the scores are used to determine the standings.

The Tech marksmen still have one more meet to go in New England. The final score will be used by the New England conference to determine the standings. The final score will be used by the New England conference to determine the standings. The final score will be used by the New England conference to determine the standings.

**Tech gymnasts Devorkin, Hafer place tenth and twelfth in NCAA qualifier**

The MIT gymnastics team finished off a highly successful second season by placing third in the NCAA qualifier meet held at State University in Ithaca.

Hafer hit his routine very well, finishing 8.15 even with the tightness of the competition in Devorkin's routine on the horse bars was very even and his score wasn't quite as good as it could have been, but he still finished third with a winning 8.75. Although he missed the 7.9 score. As the scoring was being calculated, he could have finished in the top ten with a little more consistence.